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Abstract: Today’s individual Soldier equipment increasingly requires more power, directly increasing battery loads.
Efficient power management decisions and smart employment of power management equipment will benefit Soldiers, small
units, and the entire logistics chain. Small unit leaders and Soldiers stand to benefit from a decision support tool (DST)
capable of considering mission requirements, estimating energy usage, determining small unit power equipment
requirements, and determining charging needs. This research focuses on the development of a simple yet informative
Android application based DST that integrates with the Nett Warrior System. This document summarizes a research
approach, methodology, and proposed solution to address this need.
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1. Introduction and Related Work
With the continuing proliferation of technologies carried by dismounted Soldiers such as more advanced radios,
smartphones, and GPS systems, Soldier power consumption is greater than ever before. This increased power requirement
magnifies the significance of energy management at the unit level. Tasks such as determining just how many batteries a unit
needs to carry to accomplish its mission and how the unit will recharge those batteries have become simultaneously more
frequent and more complex. Despite this, many users having minimal understanding of the physical properties of their
equipment. This project aims to facilitate the efficient use of power through the development of a decision support tool (DST)
for small unit leaders. Evaluating small unit power requires an understanding of contemporary warfighter energy demands
and storage techniques. The following are the power consuming devices currently outfitted to the U.S. Army’s small unit
leaders under the Nett Warrior initiative:

PRC 154 Rifleman Radio: Designed for intrasquad communications, this radio is currently the primary communication
device for the NETT Warrior system and is used to communicate digital data among Soldiers.

PRC148 MBITR Radio: Designed for intersquad communications, this radio is used by squad leaders and above for
voice communications. As a contingency it can be used to communicate between platoons.

DAGR GPS: Originally designed for use in vehicles, this GPS device provides the real-time location of the user and
communicates this information to the Nett Warrior End User Device (EUD).

Nett Warrior End User Device (EUD): The successor to the Army’s Land Warrior initiative, the EUD is a modified
smartphone designed as both a user interface (UI) and information display for the Soldier as well as a powerful
communications device when linked to the PRC154 and DAGR.
Currently, the devices above run solely off of their internal batteries with the exception of the EUD. This presents several
challenges to the user; the first is that each system draws and depletes power at different rates, requiring that the user manage
multiple energy sources and change them at differing times. The second, as highlighted by “Soldier Power on the
Battlefield,” a report completed by the previous years’ Soldier Systems capstone team, is that Soldiers often change partially
depleted batteries for fully charged ones before moving into a high risk situation. Because of this, unused energy is in the
form of partially charged batteries. One of the Army’s solutions to this issue is a large conformal wearable battery (CWB)
and Integrated Soldier Power and Data Distribution System (ISPDS) hub which allows Soldiers to charge their devices as
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